Team Haro's aerial master Brian Blyther isn't afraid of heights. His Highness is two-time King of Vert ramp champ and Guinness Book of World Record holder. In the world of freestyle he is legendary. So is the bike he flies... The Haro Freestyler. You see, Brian along with *Rider of The Year, Ron Wilkerson and *Team of The Year, Team Haro simply wouldn't settle for anything less than the *Bike of The Year. Why should you? After all, The Haro Freestyler was the first freestyle bike. Ever. The Bike that launched The Sport. And millions of imitations. Since then it's been the overwhelming choice of freestyle legends past, present and future. Follow the King's Rule...Demand The Best. Ride with Pride. Ride with Haro.

**TEAM MASTER**

**MASTER**

Same radical frame, fork and Pro handlebar as the Team Master only spec'd for the freestyler on a budget. All new Fusion one-piece 175mm chromoly crankset and Twintorq seatpost clamp. Odyssey Gyro/2001/Pitbull/RX3 braking. ACS high flange hubs. Araya TX 40H alloy rims. Versatile Haro Multisurface tires and chromoly shaft/tail clamp. Pro stem. Brilliant high polish chrome, black or red.

**INVERT**


**SHREDDER**


**PSYCHO**

Never before have we offered so much Haro Freestyler for so little. Same two-into-one frame design as Haro's legendary Sport model. Versatile handling. Surefooted Haro multisurface tires. Responsive Suntour coaster braking. Four bolt alloy stem. One-piece crank. Chromoly pedals. Team issue handlebars and Uni-Directional chaining. Available in black or red.

**MINI-SHREDDER**

The ultimate freestyler for little kids. Scaled down two-into-one top tube design frame. 16 inch wheels. Suntour brake. Aggressive Chang Sum tires. Alloy Four bolt stem. Team issue combined black and red finish with graphics.
Sure, we'd like to sell you the same bike rookie pro sensation Mike King uses to dominate BMX racing. But we can't.

Mikey needs it to defend his new ABA National #1 Pro Title: The Most Prestigious Prize in all of BMX. But Haro can do The Next Best Thing... Get you on the right track aboard a Mike King Designed Group 1. From the radical King replica Team Signature Monotrac to our affordable Group 1C and Group 2 Haro has got you covered. Just ask Mikey. There's no short cut to winning races. Dedication. Plenty of practice. And only the finest, no-compromise equipment... Haro Group 1. The One to Beat.

GROUP 1 TEAM SIGNATURE
The Bike designed and ridden by current National Number 1 Pro Mikey King.
All New Fusion 180mm alloy TwinTorc crankset, seatpost clamp and machined aluminum stem by DK Dia-Compe 901 Tech 77 braking. Tange alloy headset.
GROUP 1A
Shares the same Mike King signature frame, fork and handlebar as the Team Signature. Only spec'd for the hot up and come on a budget. All new Fusion one-piece chromoly crankset. Haro Unidirectional alloy chainring. Haro cold forged alloy Pro stem. Snappy Odyssey Pitbull/RX5 braking. ACS low flange hubs. Araya 7X rims. Cheng Shin tires. Brilliant high polish chrome, black or red.

GROUP 1B
Same Mike King inspired Monotrac frameset as our Team Signature with CRMO main tubes. Same trick, tapered 4130 chromoly fork, All new Fusion one-piece chromoly crankset and Twin-torque seatpost clamp. Haro Unidirectional chaining and chromoly seatpost. ACS alloy hubs and aggressive 860 Tangent braking. Cheng Shin tires. Sumo 7X alloy rims. Suntour free-wheel. Brilliant high polish chrome, black or blue.

GROUP 1C

GROUP 2
PROTECTIVE & CASUAL CLOTHING


HARO BIKES AND OTHER COOL STUFF SWEATSHIRT

TEAM HARO BUTTON UP SHIRT

HARO DEMO PANTS
Casual, double pleat pants with pegged bottom. Velcro waist closure. Front pocket. Large Haro logo left leg logo. Made to roll up. 100% preshrunk cotton. Black or blue. Waist sizes 28, 30, 32 or 34.

HARO DEMO PANTS

HARO INDUSTRY STANDARD MOCK TURTLE
Oversized mock turtle neck shirt. Red, white, and black "Haro" logo. Left chest pocket. "Haro" logo on left front. 100% cotton. Long sleeve. Black or white. Large print. Made to roll up. Waist sizes 28, 30, 32 or 34.

HARO INDUSTRY STANDARD ZIP UP JACKET
Oversized shirt style jacket. Red, white, and black "Haro" logo. Left chest pocket. "Haro" logo on left front. 100% cotton. Front zipper. Made to roll up. Waist sizes 28, 30, 32 or 34.

T-SHIRTS
Team Haro logo
Bar hop air
Haro Designs Bikes & Other Cool Stuff Logo

HARO SOLDIER SALUTE PRINT SHORT
Oversized, just above the knee cut. Black or white "Haro" logo. Velcro waist closure. Zipper fly. Front pockets. Rear pocket. 100% preshrunk cotton. Black or white. Made to roll up. Waist sizes 28, 30, 32 or 34.

HARO SOLDIER SALUTE PRINT PANT

Ron Wilkerson fakie air
Haro Standard of the Biking World
Haro Products for Better Life
TECH SERIES SKATE KNEE GUARDS

ELBOW GUARDS
Tech: Silver, red, black, blue. Team: Blue, white, black or red.

MOUTH GUARDS
Durable high impact plastic. Dual shell helmet mounting. Unique "Floating" suspension system allows guard to float away from face. Full venting for cool, dry breathing. One size fits all. White, red, yellow or black. (Designed to keep bugs out.)

MODE 3 RACING PANTS

ELBOW GUARDS
Tech: Silver, red, black, blue. Team: Blue, white, black or red.

TECH SERIES GLOVES

LEATHER GLOVES
Fall coverage for all riding. Light Lycra back. Tough heat retardant material. Snap Spandex cuff. Cool, breathable mesh backhand. Yellow, red and white & blue, black, red and white & black. Extra small, small, medium or large.

STRETCH NEOPRENE GLOVES

SHINGUARDS
Mikey King speed jump

MOUTH GUARDS
Durable high impact plastic. Dual shell helmet mounting. Unique "Floating" suspension system allows guard to float away from face. Full venting for cool, dry breathing. One size fits all. White, red, yellow or black. (Designed to keep bugs out.)

MODE 3 RACING PANTS

ELBOW GUARDS
Tech: Silver, red, black, blue. Team: Blue, white, black or red.

TECH SERIES GLOVES

LEATHER GLOVES
Fall coverage for all riding. Light Lycra back. Tough heat retardant material. Snap Spandex cuff. Cool, breathable mesh backhand. Yellow, red and white & blue, black, red and white & black. Extra small, small, medium or large.

STRETCH NEOPRENE GLOVES

SHINGUARDS
Mikey King speed jump

MOUTH GUARDS
Durable high impact plastic. Dual shell helmet mounting. Unique "Floating" suspension system allows guard to float away from face. Full venting for cool, dry breathing. One size fits all. White, red, yellow or black. (Designed to keep bugs out.)

MODE 3 RACING PANTS

ELBOW GUARDS
Tech: Silver, red, black, blue. Team: Blue, white, black or red.

TECH SERIES GLOVES

LEATHER GLOVES
Fall coverage for all riding. Light Lycra back. Tough heat retardant material. Snap Spandex cuff. Cool, breathable mesh backhand. Yellow, red and white & blue, black, red and white & black. Extra small, small, medium or large.

STRETCH NEOPRENE GLOVES

SHINGUARDS
Mikey King speed jump

*All Mars T-Shirts are 100%. Heavy-Duty cotton.
Fusion. The merging of separate elements into a union. The all-new Fusion line by Haro combines design input from the world’s top riders and racers with uncompromising materials and manufacturing. The Result is the absolute highest quality contemporary componentry available. So if you believe as we do that a bike is only as good as the sum of its parts don’t short change your performance…Invest in The Best. Fusion by Haro.